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We propose a novel method to detect hydrogen atoms in
the pure hypcrfine state b at the small dense spot of the sample cell surface
by injecting in pulses small controlled amounts of atoms in the reactive
mixed state a into the cell volume. The total recombination rate inferred
from a carbon bolometer overheating will display pronounced peaks due to
two-body ab recombination. The relaxation rate of these peaks to the
original value of the bolometer signal will be proportional to ^-atoms'
density at the spot. This method can be applied to measure the surface
density of H i in the experiments with the field compression and with the
cold spot as well. We also present the results of numeric simulation of
experiment where atomic hydrogen is magnetically compressed onto the
surface of a macroscopic helium hump formed at the tip of ferromagnetic
field intensilier.
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Introduction.
Since the first successful experiments by Silvern and Walraven to

5t^bi"rrc 5^"'T?-T>c<'pri''cd nto^ 'c Vi'drowi (TT-M nt lew tCfj^CTStnTc? atid riish
magnetic fields, several approaches have been developed to increase the
density and lower the temperature of atomic hydrogen in order to achieve
the conditions of quantum degeneracy in this weakly interacting boson gas
|1], However, it proved impossible, e.g.. to compress a whole H i sample to a
high enough density at a sufficiently low temperature due to three-body
dipolc recombination of atoms into H2 molecules and the extremely large
energy. D = 4.5 cV. released per event [2]. To circumvent the problem of
overheating Kagan and coworkcrs introduced the idea to compress only a
small part of the sample. The compressed gas fraction must be in a dynamic
equilibrium with a much larger low-density H i "reservoir" or "buffer", so
that the sample lifetime remains reasonably long as the buffer keeps feeding
atoms into the compressed fraction and that one may detect the processes in
the latter by monitoring density decay in the buffer. The high-density part
must also be transparent to the recombination products, highly excited
hydrogen molecules and spin-flipped atoms, to allow them to cany away a
significant part of the recombination energy. Compression may be obtained
in a potential well created by a strongly inhomogeneous static field of
electric or magnetic "needle". Three experimental efforts have been made so
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Figure 1. Schematic of the sample cell. An insert shows a design of the magnetic
spot on the surface of the helium hump/ .



far to realize the field compression idea (3-5]. The main problem met in
u;csc c.Ypcrime.-y.s w?.s IV difTiniltv of removing the recombination heat
from the compressed Hi . One should solve this problem to achieve the
superfluidity transition of the Kostcrlilz-Thoulcss type in the two-
dimensional gas of H i adsorbed on the helium film

Another idea to attain the KTT is to compress Hi thermally onto a
small surface spot, the temperature of which is substantially lower than that
of the remaining cell walls covered by the supcrfluid helium film. Such
"cold spot" experiments have also been carried out [4] and have been
intended to rely on the exponential or nearly exponential growth of the H i
surface density a with decreasing temperature. However they faced a
problem of a weak heat contaa between phonons in the helium film and
ripplons on its surface [6,7]. The ripplons together with the adsorbed
hydrogen were overheated due to the thermal accommodation of wanner
atoms at the surface.

The quantity usually measured in H i experiments is the total
recombination loss rate of atoms as extracted from the density decay curves.
The KT transition to a supcrfluid stale of the hydrogen ovcrlayer is predicted
to lake place, when the surface density satisfies the condition

o = C c = -~~1.4.10H.7-icm-2] (1.)

where Alf] is the thermal deBroglie wave length of hydrogen atom. The KT
transition is expected to manifest the formation of a quasi-condensate in a
nearly doubling of the surface density at a = aJ2 with a consequent
decrease of the surface three-body dipole recombination rate constant Kbbh

by a factor of approximately 6 [14]. Then the recombination loss rate
proportional to KbbbGb

3 changes probably too little to render the
measurement of the recombination rale promising for the detection of the
KT transition and one has to find a method to measure both the loss rate and
csb separately.

We propose a novel method to determine the density of atoms in the
pure hypcrfine state b at the spot by injecting in pulses small controlled
amounts of atoms in the reactive mixed state a into the sample cell volume.
The total recombination rate inferred from a carbon bolometer overheating
will display pronounced peaks due to two-body ab recombination. The
relaxation rale of these peaks to the original value of the bolometer signal
will be proportional to A-atoms' density at the spot. This method can be
applied to measure the surface density of H i in the experiments with the
field compression and with the cold spot as well.



Registration of the KT transition.
Let's consider a snmole cell of volume V= 7 cm3 nnd n surface area A

= 10 cm2 at temperature T~ 10U mK. Somewhere al ihc cell surface there is
a potential •well for Hi atoms of a depth [/and an effective area s «A. The
cell is designed to prevent an overheating of the dense spot arranged this
way. Thus the surface density on this small spot is coupled to the bulk
density in the sample cell volume by an adsorption isotherm:

c, =/;/,,, expp^j (2.)
where an index j denotes a hypcrfine state a or b and F.a a 1 K f] is an
adsorption energy. We define a compression factor as the ratio of the surface
density on the spot o ; to that on the other cell walls of:

According to the idea of the compression experiment the H i sample
decays mostly due to recombination processes on the spot surface. Those are
the two-body exchange recombination channels involving atoms in the
mixed state a with the rates A'oaao

2 and A'afeaaafc [&] and the three-body
dipole recombination with the rate Kbbhob

3 [9]. At low temperatures
T< 200 mK considered here the exchange recombination is bottlenccked by
a nuclear relaxation b -> a caused by e.g. a presence of microscopic
ferromagnetic impurities in the cell walls [10]. In this case nb »na and we
can write the following rate equations:

sKjBmoh+AGt{<n-<Z) (4.)

^sK^^AG.iolaDsd + ̂ K^ol (5.)
ot

where the values of constants are measured to be Kah - 2.5-10'8-r1/2B"2

T2/K1/2 cm2/s [8], Km - 5-10"25 cm4/s 19J. % * 0.87 is a probability of
electron spin flip of the third fc-atom. fi; ~ 0.1 s'1 is typically achieved for
well cleaned copper walls covered by H2 layer 111J. Neglecting, as usual, the
left-hand side of (4) one can obtain quasi-stationary values (CTO)5, and (no)M



of the surtax Cuid the b"!k .c-drrs^cs1

A a

As we'll show later one can choose parameters of the spot 5 and/so
that within the desired density range of ch> 1012cm'2 the three-body
recombination on the magnetic spot would determine the total
recombination rate in the cell.

As it was measured in [12) only ~ 1 % of a recombination heat is
submerged directly into the helium film at the recombination site.
Remaining part is rejected and then spread uniformly over the whole sample
cell surface. Due to this fact a simple bolometer installed in the cell will
measure the part of the recombination power proportional to the total loss
rate of hydrogen atoms, q = -(d.\/dt)(D/2). According to cq. (5)

(7.)

Then at some point during the sample decay we flip some small
percentage of fc-atoms into o-state by applying a pulsed microwave power to
NMR cavity connected to the sample cell. An equation for an evolution of
additional o-atoms density Ana -na- (na),, during the pulse will look like:

CKMR

For short enough pulses the second term in (8) can be neglected and
after the pulse of length A/ we'll get an increase of o-atoms density by Ana a=

followed by a proportional increase of the bolometer signal
^ */)A°a caused by an excessive surface two-body recombination

on the spot. Then a-atoms will rccombine and bolometer signal will relax to
its value on the curve q3i,(t). A relaxation time of NMR-induced change of
the bolometer signal A? can be obtained from cq.(8) with the first term in
the right-hand side equal to zero:

T
From xa one can extract abexpl(Ea+U)/T\ which in the absence of an



overheating gives crv We are going to measure qib just before a-atoms' pulse
and xa for this pulse for a set of bulk density values. Sines Kab does not
depend on surface density ol* o-atoms on the magnetic spot, uio product
(7,hxa

3 x Khhb{KahY
y will describe the behavior of the three body

recombination rate constant. According to theory this function should drop
down six times at the point of KT transition.

Now let us consider more carefully what kind of conditions we should
satisfy to observe the KT transition using the method described above. First,
to measure the surface density on the spot via induced ab recombination the
latter should take place mostly on the spot. For the compression factor this
gives:

f2»A/s (10.)
The surface density on the spot ab should change only a little during

the. relaxation after the NMR pulse:

where

t;' a - l ^ - = £(2 + 2O^a;A r texpf^) (12.)
nb ct V V T )

is a characteristic time of the sample decay. One can see from (9) and (12)
that (11) is equivalent to Kah »Khhhnb and is satisfied for <sb « 1014 cm"2.

To be reliably measured the relaxation time of the bolometer signal
after NMR pulse should not be too short, say xa > 1 s. Furthermore, for the
effective flipping Jhe NMR pulse length A/ should be shorter than xa.
Otherwise the flipped atoms immediately recombine and the microwave
pumping simply destroys the sample. However one should provide high
enough flipping rate to make the corresponding change in the bolometer
signal well resolved, Aq ~ q3b. According to (7) and (8) this means:

~-Kab-(m%)Kbbb^b (13.)

Now we can estimate the optimal parameters for the KTT
experiment. For AB = 1.7 T (sec fig. lb) those are T = 150 mK. / ~ 2 103,
/ifc~ 1014cm"3, x o ~ l s and tN M R ~ 10 s (for 6J = 0.5TQ). An expression
(13) can be used to estimate a required microwave power level for the NMR
pulses.

Required bulk densities can be reliably measured by means of eg.
conventional ESR. Then rewriting (9) in the form:
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we can obtain ah even in the case of an overheating. Tliis pro\idcs an
opportunity to determine the spot temperature and to check whether the
proposed method of a heat removal is efficient

Numerical simulation of the experiment.
As an example we consider the compression of H i to a density

necessary for the onset of KTT at a small spot on the surface of liquid
helium by means of a magnetic field intensifier quite similar to that used in
ref. [3]. To form an almost macroscopically (50 um) thick layer of supcrfluid
liquid **He. on which high-o H i is collected on lop of the 300 urn dia. pole
face of the intensiGer. we apply an electric field between the Dy tip and an
annular Cu electrode (sec Figure 1). Otherwise uncompensated diamagnetic
forces will drive liquid helium away from the pole tip. The helium "hump"
thus formed will be connected to the helium bath and provides an effective
heat path from the "magnetic spot".

As mentioned above, the main part of the recombination heat is
distributed uniformly over the sample sell surface. Thus a recombination on
the spot causes an overheating of a helium film coating the cell walls by

A A
where Rt = 50/P {W cm2 K4] is the Kapitza thermal resistance between
helium film and copper. Due to high heat conductivity of ripplons'[] the
ripplon temperature at the spot is at least not less than that at the remaining
cell surface. This will reduce the recombination rate at the spot during the
sample decay by a factor

To provide ( F - 1 ) « 1 the spot area should be: s < 10"4 cm2, whereas a
corresponding overheating comprises 5 7 ^ - 1 mK. The higher overheating
can smear l ie effect of the KT transition shown at Fig. 4.



The results of numerical calculations of the helium hump f-'mpo ,irc
presented OIL Fig. 2a. Vv"e consider liie magnetic I'ICUI uw.iiMiici ni.^o oi
dysprosium {Bs = 3.3 T. Ii0 - 4.5 T) and VnV.c i;ilo account dv.r.v.-.wvtfc mil
dielectric forces, surface tension and gravity assuming llv.i hc'i'.nu lcv:l in
the bath is 1 mm below the intcnr.ificr tip. Tlic distribution of additional
magnetic field over the helium surface is shown in Fig. 2b. An :u!d:t:onnl
magnetic field at the center of the hump surface is AB « 1.7 T,
corresponding to the potential well depth I' =e 1 K.

As mentioned above, of the order of 1% of recombination energy
generated on the spot is dumped directly to the helium hump. According to
our estimates the hump presented in fig. 2a with the thickness d = 70 jim
and external radius r^^ as 200 urn is expected to provide an elfcclive pr.Ui of
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Figure 2. Results of numeric calculation: a) helium hump shape for applied voltage
1.15 kV; b) distribution of additional magnetic field over the hump surfaces shown
at a).

a heat removal so that an overheating of hydrogen adsorbed on the spot does
not exceed 1 mK. The overheating can be also caused by a part e of
recombination energy dumped directly to ripplons on the hump surface.
Since the value of this part is unknown, we can only mention that this effect
is nonessential if E < 10~3.

In our simulation we used a magnetic field distribution presented in
fig. 2b for U = 1.15 kV and the more accurate form of adsorption isotherm
fiom [13] extrapolated to the KTT point. We also assumed an abrupt jumps
in Kbbb and ab values at this point.

We simulated the loading of the sample sell with the flux of
2-1013 at/s and development of a nuclear polarization during the following
decay. Then at f = 0 we "open" the magnetic spot and induced infinitely



shod a-uioms pulses wiih a fixed flipping intensity 5%-of partides per pulse
in ng. .̂  v>e pics.au iJic i J u ; of severe Jr.?si!.v o r f>-ntoms at the

center of the magnetic spot as a function of time and also the rates of
different recombination processes on the spot and on the sample cell walls.
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Figure 3. Simulation of experiment, a) evolution of surface density at the center of
the spot; b) contributions to the total loss rate from different recombination
processes: three-body at the spot (upper curve), two-body at the spot (center) and
two-body at the remaining cell walls (IOWCT).
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Figure 4. Results of numeric simulation.

We can sec now that lor low
enough surface unclear relaxation
rate constant (Ut - O.I s'1) ;md for
all ah values of interest the three-
body recombination dominates over
a-h recombination on ihc spot nnd
the latter dominates over a-b
recombination on all otlicr surfaces.
We can also see thai ra always
exceeds one second.

The calculated function
<7?Ara

3 versus rn is presented in fig.
4. In our model this Junction should

The function q3hr* displays the drop of display an abrupt jump of K\,hh

Khhh by a factor of six at the KIT point when we pass through the KTT
smeared by a magnetic field distribution. point. One can see that this jump is
smeared by a magnetic field distribution along the helium surface but it is
still quite visible. This smearing originates from the fact that the K.T
transition takes place at different bulk densities for surface locations placed
at different potential values.
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